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Abstract
We apply the concept of free random variables (FRV),
which is a noncommutative extension of probabil-
ity calculus, to doubly–correlated Gaussian Wishart
random matrix models, appearing for example
in multivariate analysis of financial time series
displaying both inter–asset cross–covariances C
(such as in factor models) and temporal auto–
covariances A (such as in models with het-
eroscedasticity, in VARMA processes, etc.).

Correlated Gaussians
We consider a universe of N financial assets (i =
1, . . . , N → ∞), sampled over T time moments
(a = 1, . . . , T → ∞): Ria is e.g. the demeaned log-
arithmic return. The simplest approximations: R
is a Gaussian random matrix with the structure of
covariances,

〈RiaRjb〉 = CijAab. (1)

The change of variables R =
√
CR̃
√
A gives un-

correlated Gaussians R̃.
Problem: estimation of C from historical time se-
ries. Marred by the measurement noise, quantified
by r ≡ N/T . The Pearson estimator of C,

c =
1

T

√
CR̃AR̃T

√
C. (2)

Free Random Variables
Voiculescu and Speicher’s [4] free random variables calculus is a generalization of probability theory to non-
commutative random variables, such as infinite (Hermitian) random matrices X. It relies on the concept of
freeness, which is noncommutative independence.

Classical probability: Noncommutative probability (FRV):
p.d.f., PX(x) spectral density, ρX(λ)
characteristic function, gX(z) ≡ 〈eizX〉 Green’s function, GX(z) ≡ (1/N)〈Tr1/(z1N −X)〉,

or M–transform, MX(z) = zGX(z)− 1
independence freeness
Addition of independent commutative random
variables: The logarithm of the characteristic func-
tion, rX(z) ≡ log gX(z), is additive,

rX1+X2
(z) = rX1

(z) + rX2
(z). (3)

Addition of free noncommutative ran-
dom variables: The Blue’s function,
GX (BX(z)) = BX (GX(z)) = z, is additive,

BX1+X2
(z) = BX1

(z) +BX2
(z)− 1

z
. (4)

Multiplication of independent r.v.: Reduced to the
addition problem via the exponential map, owing
to eX1eX2 = eX1+X2 .

Multiplication of free r.v.: The N–transform,
MX (NX(z)) = NX (MX(z)) = z, is multiplicative,

NX1X2
(z) =

z

1 + z
NX1

(z)NX2
(z). (5)

Cross– and Auto–Covariances
Models of cross–covariances: Typical spec-
tra of c: a few large eigenvalues (“factors”)
plus a “sea” of the Marčenko–Pastur distri-
bution. The largest factor represents the mar-
ket, the other factors — the industrial sectors.

Models of auto–covariances:

• Heteroscedasticity (volatility clustering) is a
phenomenon of a stochastic time depen-
dence of volatility σia. These lagged corre-
lations of volatility are not strong (a few per-
cent), but persist over long periods of time.
Typically modeled by a power–law decay,
〈σ2
aσ

2
b 〉 − 〈σ2

a〉〈σ2
b 〉 ∝ 1/|b− a|ν (ν ∼ 0.2÷0.4).

An I–GARCH(1) (EWMA) model suggests
a less realistic exponential decay e−|b−a|/τ ,
yet widely exploited in the financial industry
(RiskMetrics 1994, τ = 16.2 days).

• Exponentially decaying lagged correlations be-
tween the residuals Ria/σia, albeit weak and
short–ranged, are included in the new Risk-
Metrics 2006.

Other models in other contexts (e.g. in wireless
communication).

The Main Result
The FRV multiplication formula (5) leads via a back–
of–an–envelope calculation to an equation for the

M–transform of the Pearson estimator c (2) [1],
z = rMNA(rM)NC(M). (6)

Examples
Exponentially decaying auto–covariances:
Aab = e−|a−b|/τ ; denote χ ≡ coth(1/τ).
The main FRV formula (6) yields a 4–th order poly-
nomial equation for M ≡Mc(z) [1],

r2M4 + 2r(r − χz)M3+

+
(
z2 − 2rχz + r2 − 1

)
M2 − 2M − 1 = 0. (7)

Exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA):
Aab ≡ T 1−α

1−αT α
a−1δab, in the limit α→ 1−, such that

β ≡ T (1− α) finite (in RiskMetrics 1994, α = 0.94).
The main FRV formula (6) yields an entangled equa-
tion for M ≡Mc(z) [1],

z =
rβ(1 +M)

(
eβ(1+rM) − 1

)
(eβ − 1) (eβrM − 1)

. (8)

VARMA(1,1): Ria − b1Ri,a−1 = a0εia + a1εi,a−1 (a
stochastic process), with εia white noise. Its auto–
covariance matrix A is an exponential decay with an
additional constant term on the diagonal.
The main FRV formula (6) yields a 6–th order poly-
nomial equation for M ≡Mc(z) [2],

r4a20a
2
1

(
a20 − a21

)2
M6 + . . . = 0. (9)

Everywhere C = 1N , i.e., trivial cross–covariances. The graphs show the mean spectral density ρc(λ) in-
ferred from FRV equations (7), (8), (9) (left), and their Monte Carlo numerical confirmation (right).

Prospects
Incorporation of non–Gaussian effects:
• Free Lévy (stable w.r.t. FRV) vs. standard

Lévy [3].
• Stochastic volatility models (modeling of het-

eroscedasticity): C and A random instead of
constant (“random deformations”); our main
formula (6) remains usable.

Inclusion of a nontrivial cross–correlation structure
C inferred from factor models. Problem: Large (∼
N ) eigenvalues (the market and industrial sectors)
of C not compatible with FRV.

More general correlation structure than just C and
A (1). Goal: Taking into account the Epps effect.
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